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Chapter 1
Taaable: a Case-Based System for
personalized Cooking
Amélie Cordier1, Valmi Dufour-Lussier2, Jean Lieber2, Emmanuel Nauer2,
Fadi Badra4, Julien Cojan2, Emmanuelle Gaillard2, Laura Infante-Blanco2,
Pascal Molli3, Amedeo Napoli2, Hala Skaf-Molli3
Abstract
Taaable is a Case-Based Reasoning (cbr) system that uses a recipe book
as a case base to answer cooking queries. Taaable participates in the Com-
puter Cooking Contest since 2008. Its success is due, in particular, to a smart
combination of various methods and techniques from knowledge-based sys-
tems: cbr, knowledge representation, knowledge acquisition and discovery,
knowledge management, and natural language processing. In this chapter,
we describe Taaable and its modules. We first present the cbr engine and
features such as the retrieval process based on minimal generalization of a
query and the different adaptation processes available. Next, we focus on
the knowledge containers used by the system. We report on our experiences
in building and managing these containers. The Taaable system has been
operational for several years and is constantly evolving. To conclude, we dis-
cuss the future developments: the lessons that we learned and the possible
extensions.
1.1 Introduction
Taaable is a Case-Based Reasoning system that provides cooking recipes in
response to queries from users. When no recipe can be found that satisfies
a query, an existing recipe is adapted. Taaable was developed to take part
in the Computer Cooking Contest (CCC),1 a competition held every year
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2 LORIA (CNRS, INRIA, Université de Lorraine)
3 LINA (CNRS, Université de Nantes)
4 LIM&BIO (Université Paris 13)
1 http://computercookingcontest.net
since 2008 during the International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning
(ICCBR). The initial goal of the contest was to provide a common ground to
allow for different cbr systems could compete and be compared. Therefore,
it provided a benchmark for cbr tools. To this end, the contest organisers
have made a recipe book available to participants and have created various
challenges. Every year, each system is tested in front of a live audience at the
conference and is evaluated by a panel of experts. The best system in each
category is selected. Taaable has participated in the CCC since the first
edition and has won several awards.
Several French researchers, from different laboratories, worked together to
design and implement Taaable. They combined their skills and knowledge
of various research issues: knowledge representation and knowledge manage-
ment, case base organisation and representation, development of a similarity
measure, adaptation knowledge acquisition, formal representation of prepara-
tions, retrieval and adaption strategies in cbr, etc. These different questions,
investigated during the development of the Taaable project, are addressed
in this chapter.
It is important to note that, although Taaable was primarily developed
to enter the CCC and to address the CCC challenges, it also served as the
subject of other research, which is also described in this chapter and published
in various papers. Taaable has served as an application domain and as an
experimentation and testing ground for three PhD students. Furthermore,
it was the starting point of a wider research project, funded by the French
national agency for research: the Kolflow project.2
This chapter is organised as follows. In the rest of the introduction, we
provide the reader with background knowledge on the CCC and we give a
general overview of the Taaable system and architecture. In Sect. 1.2, we
describe the inference engine of Taaable, which implements the fundamen-
tal operations of cbr: case retrieval and adaptation. These two operations are
described in details. In Sect. 1.3, we study Taaable from the point of view
of the knowledge it uses. We report the methods and tools we used in order
to acquire, represent and manage this knowledge. We detail the knowledge
containers used in the system: domain knowledge (ontologies), cases, and
adaptation knowledge. Finally, we discuss the lessons we have learnt during
the project and we briefly report our plans for future work.
The Computer Cooking Contest (CCC). The CCC is an annual com-
petition that is organised by the international cbr community. Each year,
the organisers provide the participants with a recipe book and define a set
of challenges. Participants implement systems addressing these challenges by
using the recipe book as a case base. Each participant describes their system
in a technical paper and gives a live demonstration during the conference.
Systems are evaluated against several criteria by a panel of scientists and
2 http://kolﬂow.univ-nantes.fr
<RECIPE>
<TI>Glutinous Rice with Mangoes</TI>
<IN>3 c Glutinous rice</IN>
<IN>1 1/2 c Coconut cream</IN>
<IN>1/2 c Sugar</IN>
<IN>1 ts Salt</IN>
<IN>1 1/4 c Coconut cream</IN>
<IN>2 tb Sugar</IN>
<IN>1/4 ts Salt</IN>
<IN>6 Ripe mangoes, well chilled</IN>
<IN>2 tb Sesame seeds, toasted</IN>
<PR>SEASONINGS SAUCE GARNISH Soak the rice in cold water for 2 hours.
Drain. Line a steamer with cheesecloth, heat steamer and lay rice on the
cheesecloth. Steam for 30 minutes or until cooked through. The rice will
become glossy. Mix the SEASONINGS ingredients in a large bowl and gently
mix in the hot steamed rice. Cover tightly and let soak for 30 minutes to
absorb the coconut flavour. Blend the SAUCE ingredients in a pot and heat
until it just reaches the boiling point. Let cool. Peel the mangoes, slice
lengthwise and remove the pits. Divide the rice among 6 plates. Place mango
slices on top and cover with the sauce. Sprinkle with the sesame seeds and
serve.
</PR>
</RECIPE>
Fig. 1.1 An example of recipe in the CCC recipe book.
cooking experts. The recipe book provided by the organisers is a simple XML
file containing recipes. The schema of a recipe consists of one level of tags
only, with a title, a list of ingredients and a textual instructions that we call
preparation. Fig. 1.1 is an example of a recipe.
Using this recipe book is challenging because ingredients and preparations
are written in natural language and may contain spelling mistakes. They can-
not be used as the input of a computer program in their raw form. Therefore,
a pre-processing step is required.
Over the years, the CCC organisers have proposed various challenges that
are described hereafter. Taaable addressed all but the menu challenge.
The main challenge. “Given a query from a user, expressed in natural
language, find a recipe satisfying this query. The proposed recipe must nec-
essarily be adapted from a recipe of the recipe book.” For example, “I would
like a recipe with escarole endive and lemon juice but without onions” could
be a query of the main challenge.
The adaptation challenge. “Given a recipe (from the recipe book) and
a set of constraints, provide a suitable adaptation of this recipe.” For exam-
ple, given the recipe “Baked apple pancake” and the fact that I want to use
bananas instead of apples, how do I adapt the recipe?
The menu challenge. “Given a query from a user, propose a suitable
three-course menu.” The user gives a list of ingredients and the goal is to
retrieve three recipes using these ingredients.
The healthy challenge. This challenge is similar to the main challenge,
but it includes additional constraints on special diets such as vegetarianism
or a gluten-free diet.
The open challenge. This challenge was created in order to allow partic-
ipants to investigate specific issues and demonstrate their results during the
contest.
Major competing systems.
From 2008 to 2010, many systems participated in the CCC. Even if they
address the same problem, these systems are different in the way they index,
retrieve and adapt cases, and in the type of adaptation they address. The
“What’s in the fridge?” system focuses on the recipe indexing using an active
learning approach. The case retrieval and adaptation is based on a classical in-
formation retrieval technique, using Wordnet to compute similarity measures
between the query and the set of recipes [24]. ColibriCook uses also a simple
information retrieval technique: cases are retrieved using a similarity measure
based on whether the elements of the query (ingredients, types, etc.) appear
in the recipes [9]. Other systems like JadaCook [10] or CookIIS [15] take ad-
vantage of hierarchies to compute similarity. JadaCook uses a hierarchy of
classes in order to compute the similarity between the query and the cases.
The case retrieval takes into account the distance between the ingredients in
the hierarchy. CookIIS also uses the hierarchy of ingredients, but do so in or-
der to compute the similarity between ingredients. These similarities are then
used both to compute the similarity between the query and the cases for case
retrieval and to compute the adaptation. In addition, CookIIS uses ingredient
similarities extracted from cooking websites [15]. CookIIS also addresses the
adaptation of the recipe text, by making substitutions at the string level: a
string (name of an ingredient) is replaced by another string (name of another
ingredient). CookingCakeWF [22] also addresses the adaptation of the prepa-
ration, considering the instructions as a workflow. However, this system does
not deal with the automatic transformation of the textual preparation into a
workflow.
An overview of the Taaable user interface. The user interface of
Taaable3 consists of a query and result interfaces (see Fig. 1.2). The upper
part of the figure shows a query input (dessert dish, with rice and figs, no
particular diet). The lower part of the figure shows the answer to the query–
only one recipe is returned in this example–and the associated adaptation
(replace Mango with Fig).
The user can see the original recipe as well as the details of the adaptation
by clicking on the available links. Fig. 1.3 shows the result of the adaptation
3 http://taaable.fr
Fig. 1.2 An illustration of the Taaable user interface.
Fig. 1.3 An example of adaptation results.
of the recipe “Glutinous Rice with Mangoes” obtained by replacing mangoes
with figs. The adaptation is composed of three parts. First, the ingredient
substitutions are mentioned. Second, the ingredient quantities are adapted.
Third, the textual preparation of the recipe is adapted. These three types of
adaptation and the processes that are involved are detailed in Sect. 1.2.
An overview of the Taaable architecture. As a cbr system, Taaable
takes as input a query from a user and searches for a similar case in the case
base, adapts the retrieved case, and presents the result. It uses most notably
a case base (the recipe book), a domain knowledge base (about cooking), and
an adaptation knowledge base. Early version of the system used knowledge
bases stored in XML files and built and managed by hand, but this proved to
be impossible to maintain. For this reason, we decided to use a common tool
to manage all the knowledge sources: a semantic wiki named WikiTaaable.
Fig. 1.4 General architecture of the Taaable application.
Fig. 1.4 presents the general architecture of Taaable. The Taaable user
interface makes it possible to query the system and to display the results
provided by the Taaable cbr engine. The cbr engine is connected to Wi-
kiTaaable, which contains the knowledge base. WikiTaaable provides the
users the way to browse and edit the knowledge units and to participate in
knowledge acquisition tasks. Some specific interfaces for knowledge acquisi-
tion (in particular, adaptation knowledge acquisition) are implemented as
modules and are integrated within WikiTaaable. It must be noted that
WikiTaaable also embeds bots (i.e. programs that perform automated
tasks) that implement specialised maintenance tasks related to the wiki.
Taaable cbr engine is described in Sect. 1.2. WikiTaaable is described
in Sect. 1.3.
1.2 Taaable inference engines
1.2.1 Case retrieval
In Taaable, the retrieval of recipes consists in selecting recipes R from the
recipe base Recipes (used as a case base4), where R is a best match to the
query Q. This best match is computed by finding a generalisation Γ pQq of Q
that is minimal (according to a cost function) and such that there is at least
one recipe exactly matched by Γ pQq. This matching takes into account the
domain knowledge DK.
The domain knowledge DK can be considered as a set of axioms a ñ b
in propositional logic, where a and b are propositional variables representing
recipe classes. For example, lemon (resp., citrusfruit) represents the class
of recipes having lemons (resp., citrus fruits) as ingredients and the axiom
lemon ñ citrusfruit states that every recipe with lemon is a recipe with
citrus fruit. In fact, each food name x is interpreted as “the class of recipes
having x as ingredient”. There are other propositional variables, such as
mediterranean that represents the class of Mediterranean recipes. Therefore,
oliveoil ñ mediterranean states that every recipe with olive oil is a
Mediterranean recipe. From an implementation viewpoint, DK is a hierar-
chy, i.e. a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are propositional variables and
edges a ÝÑ b correspond to axioms a ñ b. J, the root of this hierarchy,
denotes the recipe universe.
Sect. 1.3.1 presents the acquisition of a domain ontology O given by class
hierarchies, organised with a “more specific than” relation denoted by Ď. For
instance, there is a food hierarchy in O stating, in particular, that Lemon Ď
CitrusFruit. The domain knowledge DK used for case retrieval and case
adaptation is based on this ontology with a change of formalism (from the
ontology language to propositional logic). In particular, lemon represents the
recipes with lemon and, since Lemon is a subclass of CitrusFruit, each recipe
with lemon is a recipe with fruit, hence the axiom lemonñ citrusfruit of
DK.
Fig. 1.5 is an excerpt of the domain knowledge hierarchy (the valuation
on the edges represents costs that are explained further).
The recipe base Recipes is the case base of the system. These recipes are
provided by the CCC organisers (there were about 900 source recipes in the
first CCC and about 1500 ones for the further CCCs). A recipe R P Recipes
is described by a shallow XML document that has to be transformed within
4 For the adaptation challenge, the recipe base contains a sole case, the recipe that must
be adapted.
Jseasoningfruitjuicegreensalad mediterranean vegetable
escarole vinegarlemonjuice tomatolettuce salt oliveoil italian onion
`8`8`8 `8 `8
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Fig. 1.5 An excerpt of domain knowledge with costs. The edge a
c
ÝÑ b means that
añ b P DK and costpa ù bq “ c.
a representation formalism. For case retrieval, R is transformed into idx pRq
(the index of R which is a conjunction of literals) thanks to an annotation
process presented in Sect. 1.3.4. For example,
idx pRq “ lettuce^ vinegar^ oliveoil^ tomato^ nothing else (1.1)
is a formal and abstracted representation of the recipe R whose ingredients
are a lettuce, vinegar, olive oil, tomatoes, and nothing else. A closed world
assumption is associated to idx pRq: if a property cannot be deduced from
idx pRq and the domain knowledge DK, then it is considered as false. In other
words, if idx pRq ­|ùDK a then the term nothing else is a conjunction of literals
containing the literal  a. In the example above, idx pRq |ùDK  meat^ fish.
It can be noticed that idx pRq has exactly one model: for each propositional
variable a, either idx pRq |ùDK a or idx pRq |ùDK  a.
Query Q is represented by a conjunction of literals. For example,
Q “ escarole^ lemonjuice^ onion (1.2)
represents the query “I would like a recipe with escarole and lemon juice
(among other ingredients) but without onions.”
Recipe retrieval is described in the algorithm 1 and is an application of
smooth classification as described in [19]. It consists in finding a generalisation
Γ pQq of Q that exactly matches at least one recipe of the recipe base (i.e. there
exists R P Recipes such that idx pRq |ùDK Γ pQq). Lines 4 and 5 require more
explanation.
The generalisation Γ pQq of Q is searched in a state space where each state
is a conjunction of literals, the initial state is Q and the successors of a state
s is the set of the states γpsq where γ is a state transition that is either
Retrieval pQ, Recipes, DKq : ptRiui, Γ q
Input a query Q, the recipe base Recipes, the domain knowledge DK
Output a set of recipes tRiui Ď Recipes and a generalisation function Γ such that each
Ri exactly matches Γ pQq
1: Γ Ð identity function
2: tRiui ÐH
3: while tRiui “ H do
4: Γ Ð next generalisation
5: tRiui Ð tRi P Recipes | idxpRiq |ùDK Γ pQqu
6: end while
algorithm 1: Taaable retrieval algorithm.
• a one step generalisation of a positive literal in s according to the ontology,
e.g. if s contains the literal lemon, then γ “ lemon ù citrusfruit
(x ù y is the substitution of x with y) is one of the γ’s if lemon ñ
citrusfruit is an axiom of the ontology; or
• a removal of a negative literal of s, e.g. if s contains  garlic, then
γ “  garlicù J is one of the γ’s.
Thus, each generalisation of Q is a Γ pQq where Γ is a composition of γ’s. This
state space is searched according to an increasing value of costpΓ q where
cost is an additive cost function (costpΓ2 ˝ Γ1q “ costpΓ1q ` costpΓ2q)
such that the cost of the identity function is null and costpγq ą 0 for each
state transition γ. So, the next generalisation mentioned in line 4 is the
generalisation of cost immediately greater than the cost of Γ . Technically,
this next generalisation is the first element of a list of generalisations ordered
by an increasing cost, as in a classical A* search [23].
Line 5 of the algorithm is implemented in Taaable using a hierarchical
classification of Γ pQq in a hierarchy containing the recipe indexes idx pRq. This
mechanism is a classical deductive inference described, e.g. in [1].
The cost function has to be defined for each aù b such that añ b P DK.
Indeed, every generalisation Γ is a composition of n substitutions aiù bi,
and costpΓ q “
nÿ
i“1
costpaiù biq (since cost is additive). It is assumed that
the recipe base, Recipes, constitutes a homogeneous sampling of recipes (in
the recipe space) and thus, that µpxq “
N pxq
N pJq
is a good approximation of
the proportion of recipes of class x, where N pxq is the number of recipes of
the class x:
N pxq “
ˇˇ
tR P Recipes | idx pRq |ùDK xu
ˇˇ
Thus, if añ b P DK, µpbq´µpaq is the proportion of recipes of class b that are
not recipes of class a and thus is characteristic of the risk made by the general-
isation aù b. Therefore, a first idea is to define costpaù bq “ µpbq´µpaq.
Now, a more accurate definition of cost is based on the adaptation-guided re-
trieval principle [25] stating that adaptation knowledge should be taken into
account during retrieval. In particular, it is worth noticing that if a and b are
ingredient-based recipe classes (e.g. a “ lemon and b “ citrusfruit) then
the adaptation will be substitution-based whereas if a and b are, for instance,
location-based recipe classes (e.g. a “ italian and b “ mediterranean) then
the adaptation will be a mere copy of the source recipe, involving more risks.
Therefore, the adaptation cost depends on the type τ of propositional vari-
ables a and b. This type is associated to each propositional variable, e.g. the
type of lemon and of citrusfruit is τ “ ingredient and the type of italian
and of mediterranean is τ “ location. Thus, a coefficient Kτ depending on
the type τ of classes a and b is used and the cost is defined by:
costpaù bq “ Kτ
N pbq ´N paq
N pJq
with τ the type of a and b
(if a and b are of different types, the generalisation is forbidden, e.g.
costpoliveoil ù mediterraneanq “ `8). Since the adaptation related
to ingredients is assumed to be less risky than the one related to location,
Kingredient is much lower than Klocation. In practice, the following values give
satisfying results: Kingredient “ 1 and Klocation “ 10.
For example, let us consider the domain knowledge DK with the costs given
by Fig. 1.5, the query of equation (1.2) and a case base containing only one
case: the recipe R indexed by the idx pRq of equation (1.1). Then, the retrieval
process generates the following generalisation functions Γt (the composition
operator is denoted by ˝):
Γ0 “ identity function (cost 0)
Γ1 “ lemonjuiceù fruitjuice (cost 0.7)
Γ2 “ escaroleù greensalad (cost 0.8)
Γ3 “ lemonjuiceù seasoning (cost 0.9)
Γ4 “ lemonjuiceù fruitjuice ˝ escaroleù greensalad (cost 1.5)
Γ5 “ lemonjuiceù seasoning ˝ escaroleù greensalad (cost 1.7)
So, the result of the retrieval process is ptRu, Γ q with Γ “ Γ5 since
idx pRq |ùDK Γ5pQq and idx pRq ­|ùDK ΓtpQq for t ă 5.
1.2.2 Case adaptation
Let tRiui be the set of retrieved cases. Given a retrieved recipe R P tRiui and
the query Q, adaptation aims at pointing out modifications of R so that it
answers the query Q. Several adaptation processes have been implemented in
Taaable. The first (§1.2.2.1) uses only the result of the retrieval: R and Γ .
The second (§1.2.2.2) uses adaptation knowledge in the form of ingredient
adaptation rules. These two adaptation processes just give substitutions of
ingredient types, regardless of ingredient quantities. By contrast, the third
adaptation process (§1.2.2.3) addresses the issue of ingredient quantities. Fi-
nally, Sect. 1.2.2.4 addresses the issue of textual adaptation of the preparation
of R.
1.2.2.1 Basic adaptation
The basic adaptation procedure uses only R, Γ and Q and no other piece of
knowledge. It is based on the following sequence of relations that are satisfied
since R P tRiui and ptRiui, Γ q is the result of the retrieval process:
idx pRq |ùDK Γ pQq
Γ
ÐÝÞ Q (1.3)
This sequence of relations involves a matching between the recipe ingredients
and the positive literals of Q. For the current example, this matching is based
on the following composition:
lettuceù greensalad ˝ vinegarù seasoning
˝ greensaladù escarole ˝ seasoningù lemonjuice
(1.4)
The first line is related to |ùDK. The second line is related to
Γ
ÐÝÞ , i.e., to
Γ´1
ÞÝÑ.
This composition can be simplified (using the equation aù b ˝ bù c “
aù c and licit permutations in the composition) into:
lettuceù escarole ˝ vinegarù lemonjuice (1.5)
which describes which substitutions can be made on the recipe R to answer
the query Q.
More generally, basic adaptation consists in building a composition of sub-
stitutions as in (1.4) and then to simplify it (when it is possible) to obtain
a substitution that is applied on the retrieved recipe R. Technically, the ele-
ments of the substitutions are pointed out in two steps:
1. Following idx pRq |ùDK Γ pQq, generalisation substitutions are built. Indeed,
it can be shown, for ϕ and χ, conjunctions of literals, that if ϕ |ùDK χ
then there exists a composition G of substitutions of the form aù b
where a ñ b P DK such that Gpϕq is equivalent to χ (given the domain
knowledge DK).
2. Following Γ pQq
Γ
ÐÝÞ Q, specialisation substitutions γ´1 are built: if Γ “
γq ˝ . . . ˝ γ1 then Γ
´1 “ γ´1
1
˝ . . . ˝ γ´1q . A generalisation γ “ aù b
will lead to the specialisation γ´1 “ bù a. A generalisation γ “  aù
J will lead to the specialisation γ´1 “ Jù  a, i.e., to the removal of
a in the recipe.
1.2.2.2 Rule-based adaptation
The Taaable adaptation engine can also take advantage of adaptation
knowledge in the form of adaptation rules. Such a rule states that in a given
context C, some ingredients F can be replaced by other ingredients B (C, F
and B are the contexts, the “from part” and the “by part” of the adaptation
rule). For example, let us consider the following piece of knowledge:
In a recipe with green salad,
vinegar can be replaced by lemon juice and salt.
This piece of knowledge can be represented by an adaptation rule with C “
greensalad, F “ vinegar and B “ lemonjuice^salt. Such an adaptation
rule can be encoded by a substitution σ “ C ^Fù C ^ B. In the example:
greensalad^ vinegarù greensalad^ lemonjuice^ salt (1.6)
Let AK denote the adaptation knowledge, i.e., the finite set of substitutions
σ representing adaptation rules. A cost associated to each σ P AK, costpσq ą
0, is also assumed to be known. Given AK, the domain knowledge DK, a query Q,
and a retrieved recipe R, rule-based adaptation combines the use of adaptation
rules and of the generalisation of the query according to DK. It aims at building
a sequence of relations of the form
idx pRq
Σ
ÞÝÑ Σpidx pRqq |ùDK ΛpQq
Λ
ÐÝÞ Q (1.7)
where Σ is a (possibly empty) composition of adaptation rules σ P AK, Λ is a
generalisation function (that may be different from the generalisation func-
tion Γ returned by the retrieval process) and costpΣq` costpΛq is minimal.
The sequence (1.7) is called an adaptation path. The adaptation consists in
following this path: first, the composition Σ of adaptation rules is applied on
the recipe R, then generalisations corresponding to Σpidx pRqq |ùDK ΛpQq are
applied, and finally, specialisations corresponding to ΛpQq
Λ
ÐÝÞ Q are applied.
It can be noted that the second and third steps correspond to the adaptation
path (1.7) when Σ “ identity function and Λ “ Γ .
Therefore, the main algorithmic difficulty of rule-based adaptation is to
build an adaptation path. Once again, the technique used is based on a
best-first search in a state space. For this search, a state is an ordered pair
pΣ,Λq, the initial state corresponds to Σ “ Λ “ identity function, pΣ,Λq
is a final state if (1.7) is satisfied, the cost associated to a state pΣ,Λq is
costpΣq`costpΛq and the successors of a state pΣ,Λq are the states pΣ1, Λq
and the states pΣ,Λ1q such that
• The Σ1 substitutions are such that Σ1 “ σ ˝ Σ with σ P AK and σ is
applicable on Σpidx pRqq;
• The Λ1 substitutions are such that Λ1 “ γ ˝ Λ with γ, a generalisation
based on DK that is applicable on ΛpQq (γ has either the form aù b or
the form  aù J).
It can be noticed that the search space contains at least one final state:
in particular pΣ,Λq with Σ “ identity function and Λ “ Γ satisfies (1.7),
since (1.3) is satisfied (R being a retrieved case with a generalised query
Γ pQq), thus the algorithm terminates. Moreover, this shows that rule-based
adaptation amounts to basic adaptation when there is no available adaptation
rule (AK “ H).
For example, with idx pRq and Q defined by (1.1) and (1.2), with the do-
main knowledge with costs of Fig. 1.5, and with AK “ tσu, σ being the
adaptation of (1.6) and costpσq “ 0.2, then the adaptation gives Σ “ σ,
Λ “ escaroleù greensalad with a cost 0.2 ` 0.8 “ 1 which involves an
adaptation of the recipe based on the substitution
lettuceù escarole ˝ vinegarù lemonjuice^ salt
Taking into account specific adaptation knowledge. For some recipes
R, there exist specific adaptation rules, applicable in the context of the recipes
(C “ R). The set of the specific adaptation rules associated with R is denoted
by AKR. The provenance of these rules is detailed in Sect. 1.3.5. This occurs in
particular when there are variants in the original text of the recipe; if butter
is an ingredient of R that is mentioned to be replaceable by margarine, then
σ “ butterù margarine P AKR and, since this variant is mentioned in the
recipe, the cost of this rule is assumed to be 0.
Taking into account these specific adaptation rules consists simply in con-
sidering AKR, where R is the retrieved recipe, in addition to the adaptation
rules of AK: adaptation of R is based on AKY AKR.
1.2.2.3 Adaptation of the ingredient quantities
The basic adaptation of Sect. 1.2.2.1 points out a composition of ingredient
substitutions (like equation (1.5)) and works at the abstract representation
level of the recipe index idx pRq of the retrieved recipe R. This section and the
next one are interested in more concrete elements of R; here, adaptation deals
with the adaptation of quantities and reuse the result of the basic adaptation,
i.e., the composition of ingredient substitutions aiù bi.
The ingredient quantities are adapted following the revision-based adapta-
tion principle. This principle is detailed in [5]. Roughly said, a revision-based
adaptation consists in modifying the source case minimally so that it is con-
sistent with the query, while taking into account the domain knowledge. Such
minimal modification can be performed by a belief revision operator and is
frequently modelled thanks to a distance.
This adaptation of ingredient quantities is performed after the retrieval
of a source recipe, and a first adaptation, as a conjunction of (Boolean)
ingredient substitutions. Each substitution replaces an ingredient a from the
source recipe with another ingredient b. So the quantity adaptation takes into
account the following inputs:
• The formula idx pRq in propositional logic that represents the source
recipe (see, e.g., equation (1.1)). Dish types and origins are ignored
here. In this section, the following example, corresponding to the recipe
“Baked apple pancake”, is considered:
idx pRq “ flour^ milk^ granulatedsugar^ egg^ apple^nothing else
• The formula Q in propositional logic that represents the query made by
the user. In this section, the following example is considered:
Q “ banana^ chocolate
• A composition of ingredient substitutions ai ù bi. In the example of
this section, there is only one substitution a1ù b1 with:
a1 “ apple b1 “ banana
Representation formalism. The formalism used is based on numerical
variables and linear constraints. Each variable corresponds to the quantity of
an ingredient type. The list of ingredient types is reduced to those appearing
in the source recipe, in the query, or in the substitutions. This list of ingredi-
ent types is closed by deduction w.r.t. domain knowledge: all the ingredient
types that generalise one of the element of this list is also included. The
following ingredients are considered in the example: flour, cerealproduct,
milk, dairyproduct, egg, granulatedsugar, chocolate, seasoning, apple,
pomefruit, banana, fruit, ingredient.
The ingredient amounts given in recipes are expressed in different units
(grams, millilitres, teaspoons, pieces, . . . ). According to the unit used, the
variables take their value in R` (grams, millilitres) or N (spoons, pieces).
To express constraints between the ingredient quantities, the quantities are
converted into grams. To do this, we introduce, if needed, an additional vari-
able per ingredient that represents its amount in grams. The quantity of an
ingredient can be represented by several variables, conversions between the
values of these variables are given by domain knowledge.
In addition to ingredient quantities, nutritional values are also taken into
account. The list of these nutritional values is given in the food pages (see
Fig. 1.6). A variable is introduced for each nutritional value. The quantities
that have a significant impact on the taste and appearance of the final recipe
are the amount of sugars, fat and water. They are given more importance in
the adaptation calculus than the other variables. The other quantities have,
however, a dietary interest and we could consider these values for requests
over specific diets.
Some nutritional variables cannot be converted into grams (for example,
the energy contained in the ingredients is in calories), so we consider only
one variable per nutritional value with the unit in which it is expressed (see
Fig. 1.6).
Fig. 1.6 Nutritional values extracted from WikiTaaable pages Apple and Banana. This
data comes from a copyright-free database of the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA, http://www.ars.usda.gov/).
Other values could be taken into account for the quantity adaptation,
for instance the bitterness of ingredients or values that express their taste
strength. But we lack the knowledge to compute them.
The recipes are then represented with variables x1, . . . , xn that respec-
tively take their values in value spaces U1, . . . , Un with either Ui “ R` or
Ui “ N. So a recipe is represented by a value in U “ U1ˆ . . .ˆUn. In the ex-
ample, the same notation for the numerical variables as for the propositional
variables is used, with units in underscore. For instance, the variable corre-
sponding to the amount of apples in grams is written appleg, the variable
corresponding to the amount of apples in units (pieces) is written appleu.
As presented further, the cooking knowledge used can be expressed as linear
constraints over variable values.
Representation of recipes. The recipe R is represented by a conjunction
clcpRq of linear constraints. For each ingredient of the recipe, a linear con-
straint px “ vq is added to clcpRq, where x is the variable corresponding to
this ingredient and v is its value in the recipe. For any ingredient type p not
listed in the recipe, i.e. such that idx pRq |ùDK  p, the formula ppg “ 0q is added
to clcpRq. For example, the recipe “Baked apple pancake” is represented by
clcpRq “ pflourcup “ 1q ^ pmilkcup “ 1q ^ peggu “ 4q
^ pgranulatedsugarcup “ 1q ^ pappleu “ 2q ^ pbananag “ 0q
Representation of the domain knowledge. The linear constraints related
to the domain knowledge used for this adaptation are denoted by clcpDKq
and correspond to unit conversions, the food hierarchy given in the domain
knowledge DK, and the nutritional data for each food.
Unit conversion. For every ingredient quantity expressed in two units, with
a variable foodrunits that represents its amount in the unit runits and a
variable foodg that represents its amount in grams, the following formula is
added to clcpDKq:
pfoodg “ α ¨ foodrunitsq
where α is the mass in grams for 1 runits of food.
Remark 1. We use the word “conversion” with a broader meaning than in
physics since we also perform the conversion between values expressed in
heterogeneous units. For instance, 1 cup of flour weighs 250 g. For ingredi-
ents measured in pieces—like eggs, bananas and apples in the example—we
consider the typical mass of a piece, these values are also taken from the
USDA database (see Fig. 1.6). When the corresponding values are available,
qualifiers given to the ingredients are taken into account. For instance, the
recipe “Baked Apple Pancake” contains large apples, that weigh 223 g each
according to USDA data, a small apple only weighs 101 g according to the
same dataset.
The following unit conversions are used in the example:
pappleg “ 223 ¨ appleuq A (large) apple weighs 223 grams.
pflourg “ 120 ¨ flourcupq A cup of flour weighs 120 grams.
Food hierarchy. The food hierarchy is expressed by linear constraints over
variable values of foods related by a generalisation relation. The quantity of
a general food in a recipe is equal to the sum of the quantities of the more
specific foods used in the recipe.
So, if a food GenFood covers the specific foods food1, . . . , foodk, the fol-
lowing formula is added to clcpDKq:
pGenFoodg “ food1g ` . . .` . . . foodkgq
Remark 2. By “specific foods”, we mean ingredient types for which there are
no more specific food in the ingredient list. In the example, the value of
fruitg is given by the following equality:
fruitg “ appleg ` bananag
The term pomefruitg does not appear in this sum since we already have
pomefruitg “ appleg as pomefruit generalises apple: the mass of apples in
fruitg must not be counted twice.
We decided to take the equalities
#
fruitg “ appleg ` bananag
pomefruitg “ appleg
rather than
#
fruitg “ pomefruitg ` bananag
pomefruitg “ appleg
to avoid the problems raised by multiple specialisation (recall that the
hierarchy is not a tree). For instance, broccoli direct superclasses are
inflorescentvegetable and cabbage,5 so if we write the following equali-
ties:
5 cabbage is not a subclass of inflorescentvegetable (drumhead cabbages are not ﬂow-
ers), neither is inflorescentvegetable a subclass of cabbage (artichokes are inﬂorescent
vegetables).
vegetableg “ inflorescentvegetableg ` cabbageg
inflorescentvegetableg “ broccolig
cabbageg “ broccolig
broccoli mass would be counted twice in the vegetable mass. Instead of the
first equality, we write vegetableg “ broccolig.
Remark 3. An additional problem arises for some recipes when the quantities
of foods food1 and food2 are given in the recipe, although food1 is classi-
fied as more general than food2. This generates inconsistencies between the
constraints. For example, the recipe “Vegetables in crock pot” contains 1 cup
of broccoli (91 g) and 1 cabbage (1248 g), however, in the hierarchy, broccoli
are classified as cabbage. We get the following inconsistent conjunction of
constraints:
pcabbageg “ broccoligq
^ pcabbageg “ 1248q
^ pbroccolig “ 91q
This problem is solved by introducing an additional variable food11g that
takes the value given in the recipe for food1 and that is handled as a specific
food:
food1g “ food1
1
g ` food2g
if food2 is the only food generalised by food1.
The term food11g is also included in the equalities that give the values of
foodg for any food that generalises food1.
So, for the recipe “Vegetables in crock pot”, the previous equalities are
replaced by the following ones:
cabbageg “ cabbage
1
g ` broccolig
cabbage1g “ 1248
broccolig “ 91
which are consistent (cabbageg “ 1248` 91 “ 1339).
Nutritional values. We have nutritional data for each food. For example,
some sugars are contained in the ingredients of the recipe, approximately 0.1 g
per gram of apple, 0.12 g per gram of banana, 1 g per gram of granulated
sugar, 0.05 g per gram of milk, and 0 g per gram of flour and egg. These
quantities add up to give the total amount of sugars in the recipe:
sugarg “ 0 ¨ flourg ` 0.05 ¨ milkg ` 0 ¨ eggg
` 1 ¨ granulatedsugarg ` 0.1 ¨ appleg ` 0.12 ¨ bananag
Formally, for a nutritional value represented by the variable nutVal, let
αnutValfood be the value of nutVal contained in 1 g of food, the following equality
is added to clcpDKq:
nutVal “ αnutValfood1 ¨ food1g ` . . .` α
nutVal
foodk ¨ foodkg
Like for the constraints that encode the food hierarchy, only the most
specific foods are involved in these calculations (food1, . . . , foodk are the
specific ingredients of the recipe).
Representation of queries. Let clcpQq be the representation of the query by
a conjunction of linear constraints. The query is represented in Q by “Boolean”
constraints, but we do not know how to express adequately all these con-
straints as linear constraints in the formalism with numerical variables used
here.
A term  food in Q which stands for the request by the user not to include
the food food in the recipe, can be expressed by the constraint foodg “ 0.
By contrast, it is less easy to translate a positive literal food of the query
Q. Indeed, the constraint foodg ą 0 is not allowed in the language, since
strict constraints (involving non closed subsets of U) are not allowed in the
language.
To get interesting results, we use the ingredient substitutions obtained
from the basic adaptation step. For each substitution aù b, the following
formula is added to clcpDKq:
s “ ag ` bg
where s is a new variable. And the following formula is added to clcpQq:
ag “ 0
Assume that we give more importance to the change in the value of s
than to the change in the value of ag and bg. Thus, with no other constraint
interfering, the minimal change between a value u P U that satisfies ag “ x
(x P R) and bg “ 0, and the set of values v P U that satisfy ag “ 0 is reached
for values satisfying bg “ x. The expected result of the adaptation results is
a “compensating” effect of the adaptation.
Choice of a distance. As mentioned in paragraph “Representation formal-
ism” the recipes are represented in the space U “ U1 ˆ . . . ˆ Un where each
component Ui is the range of the variable xi. We consider a distance defined
for any x, y P U with x “ px1, . . . , xnq and y “ py1, . . . , ynq by:
dpx, yq “
nÿ
i“1
wi|yi ´ xi|
where the coefficients wi are to be chosen.
Some criteria guide the choice of the coefficients wi:
• Only quantities of ingredients in grams are taken into account, so for any
i such that xi gives the amount of an ingredient in some other unit than
grams, wi “ 0.
• The coefficient for general foods must be larger than the sums of the
specific foods it generalises. Given a food GenFood that generalises
the foods food1, . . . , foodk, let xi0 “ GenFoodg be that amount in
grams of GenFood and xi1, . . . , xik the amounts in grams of respectively
food1, . . . , foodk, then:
wi0 ě wi1 ` . . .` wik
This condition ensures the “compensation” effect of the adaptation, it
makes the substitution of the specific food foodj by another foodj1 less
important than the reduction of the amount of GenFood.
In practice, the coefficients of d are calculated thanks to the recipe base,
wi equals to the number of recipes using the food corresponding to xi: wi “
N pxiq, with the notation used in Sect. 1.2.1.
Computation. The calculus of the adaptation of clcpRq to solve clcpQq can
be seen as an optimisation problem:
find y such that x and y satisfy clcpDKq
x satisfies clcpRq
y satisfies clcpQq
dpx, yq is minimal
The constraints that define clcpDKq, clcpRq and clcpQq are linear constraints
but the function to be minimised, d, is not linear, so the minimisation of
d under these constraints is not a linear optimisation problem. However an
equivalent linear optimisation problem can be built. This new problem is
defined in the space U3 “ U ˆU ˆU . Intuitively, for any px, y, zq P U3, x will
be an element from clcpRq, y an element from clcpQq and z “ pz1, . . . , znq will
be the difference per variable between values of x and y.
In addition to the linear constraint from clcpRq applied on x, from clcpQq
applied on y and clcpDKq applied on both x and y, the following constraints
are added for every 1 ď k ď n
zk ě yk ´ xk and zk ě xk ´ yk pi.e. zk ď |yk ´ xk|q
The function to minimise is f : px, y, zq ÞÑ
řn
i“1 wizi, f is a linear function
over U3 to R, so the minimisation of f under the constraints stated above is a
linear optimisation problem. It can be noted that as no other constraints are
applied to the zk than the ones stating that zk ď |yk´xk|, minimal values of
f are reached for px, y, zq such that zk “ |yk ´ xk| and so fpx, y, zq “ dpx, yq
when px, y, zq is an optimum. This shows we have indeed an equivalent linear
problem.
This reduction to a linear optimisation problem made it possible to use
common linear optimisation tools to perform the quantity adaptation. As
variables can either take real or integer values, the resulting problem is a
mixed linear optimisation problem, this class of problem is NP-hard (P if all
the values are reals) but the problem sizes encountered for recipe adaptation
are small and manageable. In practice we use LP_Solve.6
1.2.2.4 Textual adaptation of preparations
Not all ingredients are cooked in the same way. Therefore, when an ingredient
a is replaced with an ingredient b in a recipe, it may prove necessary to further
adapt the preparation part. The preparation text is adapted by replacing the
sequence of actions applied to a with a similar sequence of actions that is
found in a different recipe where it is applied to b. Using an existing recipe
guarantees that the actions used are a correct way of preparing ingredient b.
Each different sequence of actions that is found to be applied to b in a recipe
is called a “prototype” of b—that is, it defines one of the potentially many
ways in which b can be prepared.
Consider the case of a user making the request shown in Fig. 1.2. No
dessert recipe with fig and rice exists in the recipe base used by Taaable,
but there is a recipe called “Glutinous rice with mangoes”. The mango pro-
totype used in this recipe is characterised by the set of actions tchill, peel,
slice, remove-pit, placeu. Taaable will suggest replacing mangoes with
figs, which seems to be a satisfactory adaptation, except the need for peeling
and pitting figs, that makes no sense.
In the recipe base, there are two recipes with figs. Recipe #1163 sports a
thalve, sprinkle-over, dot-with, cook, brown, placeu fig prototype, and
#53 a more modest tcut, combineu. In order to simplify the processing and
avoid discriminating near-synonyms, classes of similar actions can be grouped
using an action hierarchy. This could have the effect of grouping, e.g. peel
with remove-pit, cut with slice, and cook with brown.
To select the more appropriate fig prototype, the search space is organised
as a concept lattice built using formal concept analysis [13] from the fig pro-
totypes. The mango prototype is then merged into it as well. This approach
is similar to techniques used in document retrieval by Carpineto and Ro-
6 http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/
mano [4], where a lattice is built according to keywords found in documents
and a query is merged in it (see also [20, 21]). The lattice is built from a formal
binary context, which maps the set of fig prototypes from recipes #53 and
#1163 (the “objects”) to the set of culinary actions (the “attributes”), indicat-
ing whether a given action occurs in a given prototype. The query, consisting
in an additional mango prototype object from the retrieved recipe, is merged
into this binary context. The resulting formal binary context is shown in
Table 1.1, and the corresponding lattice in Fig. 1.7.
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fig_#53 ˆ ˆ
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Table 1.1 Formal binary context of ﬁgs and a mango.
All prototypes having actions in common will appear together in the extent
of at least one concept. The “lower” this concept is in the lattice, the more
attributes the prototypes have in common. A set of candidate fig prototypes is
taken from the extent of all concepts “immediately above” the lowest concept
with mango in its extent (actually called the object concept of mango [13]).
Whenever there is more than one candidate, the one that minimises the
distance between its attributes and the mango’s attributes is selected. In
the example, fig_#53 is selected since, while both fig_#53 and fig_#1163
appear directly above mango, replacing mango with fig_#1163 would require
removing three actions and adding four, whereas replacing it with fig_#53
only requires removing three actions.
Fig. 1.7 Concept lattice corresponding to the binary context of Table 1.1. Each node
corresponds to a formal concept which is composed of an extent, i.e. the objects which are
instances of the concept, and an intent, i.e. the attributes composing the description of the
concept. The extent is the maximal set of objects sharing the attributes in the intent, and
reciprocally.
The process is then completed by replacing the textual parts of the re-
trieved recipe dealing with mangoes with the parts of recipe #53 dealing
with figs:
[. . . ] Blend the sauce ingredients in a pot and heat until it
just reaches the boiling point. Let cool. Peel the mangoes, slice
lengthwise and remove the pits. Cut figs into wedges. Divide the
rice mixture among 6 plates. [. . . ]
1.3 Managing the Taaable knowledge containers
1.3.1 An ontology of the cooking domain
Food
Fruit MeatVegetable Fish Liquid . . .
. . . . . .. . . . . .BerryCitrusFruit PomeFruit . . .
. . .OrangeLemon . . . Apple Pear . . .
Fig. 1.8 A part of the food hierarchy.
The “cooking ontology” O defines the main classes and relations relevant
to cooking. O is composed of 6 hierarchies:
• a food hierarchy, related to ingredients used in recipes, e.g. Vegetable,
Fruit, Berry, Meat, etc. (a part of this hierarchy is given in Fig. 1.8)
• a dish type hierarchy, related to the types of dish, e.g. PieDish, Salad,
Soup, BakedGood, etc.
• a dish moment hierarchy, related to the time for eating a dish, e.g. Snack,
Starter, Dessert, etc.
• a location hierarchy, related to the origins of recipes, e.g. FrenchLocation,
AsianLocation, MediterraneanLocation, etc.
• a diet hierarchy, related to food allowed or not for a specific diet, e.g
Vegetarian, NutFree, etc.
• and an action hierarchy, related to cooking actions used for preparing
ingredients, Cut, Peel, etc.
Given two classes B and A of this ontology, A is more specific than B, denoted
by “A Ď B”, iff the set of instances of A is included in the set of instances of B.
For instance, “CitrusFruit (referring to citrus fruits) is more specific than
Fruit (referring to fruit)” means that every citrus fruit is a fruit.
1.3.1.1 Ontology engineering
The ontologyO was built in order to help the design of the retrieval and adap-
tation processes of the Taaable system. Therefore, the conceptual choice for
the ontology development was strongly driven by the goal of this particular
cbr system. The reuse of existing ontologies was carefully examined but no
more considered as they did not cover what was intended to be reached in
this project. So, after identification of the main classes during the elabora-
tion of the cooking conceptual model, a fine-grained structuration of these
classes has been carried out according to existing terminological resources
and manual expertise, as it is done in object-oriented programming when the
hierarchy of classes is designed.
Food hierarchy. The first version of Food hierarchy was built manually
starting from several web resources such as the Cook’s Thesaurus,7 a cooking
encyclopedia that covers thousands of ingredients, and Wikipedia. The main
task was to select the set of relevant classes and to organise them according to
the relation Ď. At the same time, a first version of the terminological database
was built in order to associate to each class (e.g., BokChoy) a linguistically
preferred form (e.g., bok choy) as well as a set of lexical variants which can
be a morphological variants or synonyms (e.g., pak choy, Chinese cabbage,
Chinese mustard cabbage, etc.).
The first version of the food hierarchy and of the terminological database
have then been enriched by adding iteratively new classes that occur in the
recipe book but were missing in the hierarchy. For this, a semi-automatic
process has been designed. This process retrieves the ingredient lines of the
recipe book that cannot be linked to food classes by the annotation process.
A manual expertise is required in order to determine the reason of these
failures and to correct what is required. Three cases have been identified:
• the food class is missing in the hierarchy: the expert has to create it and
to attach it to the most specific class(es) subsuming it.
• the food class exists in the hierarchy but the lexical form that appears
in the recipe is not in the terminological database: the expert has to add
this new lexical form as a lexical variant attached to the class.
7 http://www.foodsubs.com
• the ingredient line contains an error (e.g. no food is mentioned, a mis-
pelling error occurs, etc.): the expert has to correct the ingredient line.
This approach has been integrated in the wiki: when a new recipe is added,
the annotation process directly gives feedback to the user, so that she can
correct and complete the knowledge.
Finally, some information and knowledge about ingredients is automati-
cally collected using Freebase,8 a RDF database. This database is queried
for collecting a short description, a link to the wikipedia page, some lexical
variants in several languages, the compatibility/incompatibility with some
diets, and possible images.
The food hierarchy is the largest hiearchy. Its current version contains
about 3000 classes, organised around 9 levels. The terminological base related
to food contains about 4200 English lexical forms, without taking into account
singular/plurial variations.
Dish type and dish origin hierarchies. Starting from the organisation of
dish types and dish origins in the Recipe Source database,9 a list of general
dish types and dish origins has been collected, and hierarchically organised
following the subsumption relation.
The dish origin hierarchy contains 41 classes organised around 2 lev-
els. The first level classifies the origin following their regions, such as
AfricanLocation, AsianLocation, EuropeanLocation, etc. Each first level
class is specialised, at the second level, by the country, origin of the dishes.
For example, FrenchLocation, GermanLocation, SpanishLocation, etc. are
subclasses of EuropeanLocation.
The dish type hierarchy, containing 69 classes, is organised around 3 lev-
els. At the first level, there are classes like BakedGood, Burger, Dessert,
MainDish, etc. The second and third levels introduce, if necessary, more spe-
cialized classes. For example, BakedGood is specialised into Bagel, Biscuit,
Bread, Muffin, Cookie, etc. However, these classes are no more deeply de-
tailed even if more specific categories exist in Recipe Source.
Dish moment and diet hierarchies These two hierarchies have only
1 level, each concept being directly under the root (i.e. the most general con-
cept) of the hierarchy. There are currently 8 dish roles (e.g. Snack, Starter,
etc.) and 7 types of diet (e.g. Vegetarian, NutFree, etc.) in O.
Action hierarchy. The Action hierarchy was obtained by organising a
list of verbs automatically extracted in recipe preparation texts. The ac-
8 http://www.freebase.com
9 http://www.recipesource.com
tion hierarchy contains 449 classes organised around 5 levels. Each class
is described by syntactic and semantic properties, which make the auto-
matic case acquisition process described hereafter possible. For example,
ToCut is a subclass of ToSplit and is described by the linguistic property
isADirectTransitiveVerb, meaning that a direct object has to be searched
in the text by the preparation annotation process. ToSplit is also described
by the functional property isAnUnionVerb, meaning that this action pro-
duces more than one output.
1.3.1.2 Nutritional data and weight equivalence acquisition
Using the USDA Nutrient database,10 food classes are linked to their nutri-
tional values (sugar, fat, protein, vitamins, etc.) and some weight conversion
equivalences, two types of knowledge required for the adaptation of ingre-
dient quantities (cf. Sect. 1.2.2.3). For linking nutritional values and weight
conversions to their corresponding ontology concepts, a semi-automatic align-
ment was processed. This alignment makes the link between the food label
in the USDA Nutrient database and its label in the wiki as a category. As
the mapping is incomplete, some of the ingredients in the wiki do not possess
such information.
Fig. 1.6 shows an example of nutritional data related to apples and ba-
nanas.
1.3.2 Adaptation knowledge
Taaable uses a particular form of adaptation knowledge (AK):
adaptation rules about the substitution of some ingredients by oth-
ers (e.g. in “My Strawberry Pie” recipe, Strawberry could be replaced
with Raspberry). Formally, an adaptation knowledge unit is a 4-tuple
pcontext, replace, with, provenanceq, where:
• context represents the recipe or the class of recipes on which the substi-
tution can be applied. An AK unit is specific if its context is a single
recipe and generic if its context is a class of recipes (a specific type of
dish, for example).
• replace and with are respectively the set of ingredients that must be
replaced and the set of replacing ingredients.
• provenance is the source the AK unit comes from. Currently, four sources
are identified:
1. Taaable, when AK results from a proposition of adaptation given by
the reasoning process of Taaable.
10 http://www.nal.usda.gov
2. AK extractor (resp. Generic AK extractor), when AK results from
the specific (resp. generic) knowledge discovery system integrated in
WikiTaaable (see Sect. 1.3.5.2).
3. user, when AK is given by a user editing the wiki, as it
is usually done in cooking web site, when users add com-
ments about ingredient substitution in a recipe. See, for example,
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Cookbook:substitutions.
4. recipe, when the AK is directly given by the original recipe when
a choice between ingredients is mentioned (e.g. “100g butter or mar-
garine”). This particular substitutions are taken into account by a wiki
bot which runs through the wiki for automatically extracting them.
According to this definition, p“My Strawberry Pie”,
Strawberry,Raspberry,Taaableq, is an AK unit obtained from Taaable,
meaning that strawberries can be replaced with raspberries in the “My
Strawberry Pie” recipe. In WikiTaaable, each substitution is encoded as
a wiki page like the one given in Fig. 1.11. A semantic query is used to feed
automatically the Substitutions section of a recipe page, as visible in Fig. 1.9.
1.3.3 WikiTaaable: a semantic wiki for Taaable
WikiTaaable11 is a semantic wiki which is used in order to represent, edit
and maintain knowledge used by Taaable [7]. To develop WikiTaaable, we
relied on an existing tool: Semantic MediaWiki [17].12 Semantic MediaWiki is
an extension of MediaWiki (a well-known wiki engine, used among others by
Wikipedia) enabling users to embed semantic in their wiki pages. We decided
to use a wiki to benefit from the online and collaborative edition facilities it
provides. Semantic MediaWiki was then a suitable solution to enable the
introduction of knowledge units in the wiki.
Using WikiTaaable, users can browse, query, and edit the knowledge
base through a user-friendly interface. The cbr engine is connected to Wik-
iTaaable and uses the knowledge base during reasoning process. Wiki-
Taaable embeds bots (small programs) which are in charge of performing
automated tasks such as annotation of pages, tests or maintenance opera-
tions. Finally, additional interfaces are implemented within WikiTaaable
so that users have only one tool to master when they manage knowledge. In
summary, WikiTaaable acts as a collaborative and shared space between
humans and agents.
WikiTaaable is composed of 4 main components:
Semantic MediaWiki. Semantic MediaWiki is the base of the architecture
of WikiTaaable. Users access the system through the web interface. The
11 http://wikitaaable.loria.fr/
12 http://semantic-mediawiki.org
cbr engine and bots are connected to the wiki through a set of predefined
semantic queries. Semantic MediaWiki encodes the knowledge base as a
set of semantic wiki pages. The indexed recipes, the ontology classes, and
the adaptation knowledge are encoded in semantic wiki pages. See Fig. 1.9,
Fig. 1.10, and Fig. 1.11 for examples of wiki pages encoding respectively
a recipe, an ontology class, and an adaptation.
Import bots. Scripts import Taaable knowledge base, and especially the
recipes provided by the CCC into Semantic Media Wiki. These bots are
only run once to bootstrap the wiki by creating a minimal set of knowledge
units and recipes.
Recipe Annotation Bot. The recipe annotation bot parses the recipe pages,
extracts ingredient information, and updates recipe pages with semantic
annotation and categorisation of recipes. The parsing and update of recipes
is done using the mediawiki API, accessing the knowledge base is done
using predefined semantic queries. This bot is triggered each time a new
recipe is added into the wiki in order to build its semantic annotation,
and each time a new ingredient is added into the wiki in order to fill the
missing annotations in.
Knowledge Acquisition Interfaces. WikiTaaable implements several kno-
wledge acquisition interfaces. See Sect. 1.3.5.2 for illustration and details.
Fig. 1.9 An example of a WikiTaaable recipe: “My strawberry pie”.
Fig. 1.10 An example of an ontology class: the Berry food class.
Fig. 1.11 An example of an adaptation rule page where Strawberry is replaced with
Raspberry in the “My Strawberry Pie” recipe.
1.3.4 Case acquisition from texts
1.3.4.1 Ingredient annotation
The case base engine requires a formal representation of a recipe. The anno-
tation process aims at formally encoding using semantic wiki properties and
classes the content of a recipe as well as meta-properties like, for example, its
origin and the type of dish the recipe will produce. This process is in between
controlled indexing [16] where terms come from a predefined terminology and
semantic annotation [27] where terms (named entities, sequences of words)
are explicitly associated with the respective and most specific classes in the
ontology. The result of the annotation of the ingredient part of a recipe is
a set of food classes linked each to a recipe with the hasIngredient se-
mantic wiki property. For that, the list of ingredients is parsed. First, each
ingredient entry in the recipe is parsed and split into the following 4-tuple
(<quantity>,<unit>,<foodcomponent>,<modifiers>). For example, the
entry “1/3 cup milk” is parsed as (1/3,cup,milk,_). The terminological
database guides the parsing process: the lexical variants are used conjointly
to regular expressions for searching in the text an instance of a class of O. For
example, as “pak choy” is a lexical form associated to the food class BokChoy
in the food hierarchy, the entry “1 kg sliced pak choi ” is parsed as (1, kg,
BokChoi, sliced) and the recipe containing this ingredient line is linked to
the BokChoy food class using the hasIngredient property.
For example, the recipe entitled “My srawberry pie”, illustrated in Fig. 1.9,
is indexed by the conjunction of the ingredients Water, Sugar, PiePastry,
Strawberry, Cornstarch, and CoolWhip.
1.3.4.2 Annotation of the dish types and dish origins
Another annotation process indexes recipes w.r.t. its origin (e.g.,
AsianLocation) and w.r.t. the type(s) of dish produced (e.g., MainDish,
Dessert). As there is no indication about this in the recipe book, Recipe
Source is used again in order to build a corpus where recipes are assigned
to their origin and dish type(s). The process to determine the origin and the
dish type of a recipe is based on 3 steps. For a given recipe:
• If there exists a recipe in Recipe Source with the same title, then the
origin and the dish type(s) of the recipe in Recipe Source are assigned to
the Recipe Book recipe;
• If the title of the recipe (e.g., “Chinese Vegetable Soup”) contains key-
words corresponding to subclasses of DishType (e.g., soup) or DishOrigin
(e.g., “Chinese”) then these origin and dish type(s) are assigned to the
recipe;
• A set of association rules has also been extracted from the Recipe Source
corpora, using the data-mining toolkit Coron [26]. According to exact
associations rules (with 100% confidence) of the form <set of ingredients>
ÝÑ <origin or dish type> (e.g., vanilla bean, banana, chocolate ÝÑ
dessert), assignations of origin and dish type(s) can be done as follows: if
part of the recipe matches the left-hand side of the rule, then the origin
and/or the dish type(s) in the right-hand side is assigned to the recipe.
For example, the recipe entitled “My strawberry pie” is indexed by some
ingredients, as presented below, but also by the following dish types: Dessert
and PieDish.
As the semantic representation of a recipe is stored into a wiki, users
are involved for correcting manually the annotation. Users may enter new
ingredients, new lexical variants or also choose the dish types, the dish origins,
the dish moments associated to recipes.
1.3.4.3 Preparation annotation
To make possible the textual adaptation task described in Sect. 1.2.2.4, a
more complete formal case representation, including the way the ingredients
are prepared, is required. Because it consists, in a nutshell, in combining a
set of ingredients in specific ways until an edible dish is obtained, it is natural
to represent a recipe as a tree, as shown in Fig. 1.12. Each node represents
the state of a food component (an ingredient or a mix of ingredients) at
a given time, and each edge xa, by represents an action applied on a food
component a that yields a new food component b. A set of edges sharing the
same head (b) represents a “combining action”, i.e. an action applied to many
food components at once that yield out one new food component.
Fig. 1.12 Excerpt of the formal representation of “Glutinous rice with mangoes”.
This representation is built iteratively, verb by verb, following the order
of the text. Some sentences are difficult to analyse, and the partially built
representation can be helpful. For example, in a sentence such as “Peel the
mangoes, slice [the mangoes] lengthwise and remove the pits [from the man-
goes]”, it is easy for humans to understand that mangoes are being sliced
and pitted, but some heuristics are needed for making this understandable
to a computer. Each action is assigned an arity, making it possible to detect
the absence of an argument. Whenever this happens, it is assumed that the
missing argument corresponds to the last node that was added to the tree.
This is one way of dealing with anaphoras, i.e. the phenomenon wherein a
different word–or no word at all as it might be–is used to represent an object.
Other types of anaphora appear as well. Still in “Glutinous rice with man-
goes”, the expression “seasonings ingredients” is found, referring to some set
of food components. The ingredient hierarchy is used to find all the nodes
of the tree that fit under the “seasonings” category. A phrase such as “cover
with sauce” is trickier because there is no obvious clue in the text or in the
ontology about which food component this “sauce” may be. We built, from
the analysis of thousands of recipes, “target sets” of ingredients that usually
appear in the food components being referred to by word such as “sauce”
or, say, “batter”. Because a quantity of recipes include coconut cream-based
sauces (and none contain, say, rice-based sauces), it makes sense to assume
that, if a food component in a given recipe contains coconut cream, this is
the one indicated by the use of the word “sauce”.
Once the tree representation is built, it is straightforward to identify the
sequence of actions being applied to a given ingredient in a recipe, in order
to replace it as described in Sect. 1.2.2.4. Because we defined the prototype
of an ingredient as the sequence of actions applied to this ingredient, up
to and including the first combining action, in practice, only the leftmost
part of the tree is replaced or used as a replacement. This may mean missing
relevant actions, but also getting rid of actions that, while being applicable to
certain mixtures containing an ingredient, may not make sense when applied
directly to this ingredient. In the mango rice, for example, the chill, peel, slice
lengthwise, remove pits, and place on top actions are kept, whereas cover with,
sprinkle with, and serve are lost. It would seem that those last three actions
are indeed too generic to be relevant in the present application. As an added
benefit, because language processing errors accumulate, the leftmost parts of
the tree, corresponding to the beginning of the recipe, are built with a higher
reliability than the rightmost parts at this time.
1.3.5 Adaptation knowledge acquisition (AKA)
This section presents the various AKA strategies implemented in Taaable.
When Taaable adapts a recipe to match a user query, it produces an ingre-
dient substitution. If users are satisfied with the adapted recipe, e.g. if they
click on the "OK" button to validate the adaptation, the ingredient substi-
tution is stored in WikiTaaable as an AK unit for future reuse. This AK
acquisition strategy is straightforward but proves to be efficient.
If users are not satisfied with the adapted recipe, they can click on the
"NOT OK" button. A process aiming at repairing the failed adaptation is
then triggered. If this process is successful, additional AK units are acquired.
This is what we call failure-driven AKA. This process is described hereafter.
We have also implemented other mechanisms to support the process of
acquiring AK independently of a specific query. For that, we have tuned
well-known knowledge discovery (KD) techniques. These mechanisms are de-
scribed in the second part of this section.
1.3.5.1 Failure-driven adaptation knowledge acquisition
The Taaable system has been extended in 2009 to support online AKA [3].
The knowledge acquisition process complies with the FIKA principles of
knowledge acquisition in case-based reasoning [6], in which the knowledge is
acquired:
• online: in a particular problem-solving context,
• interactive: knowledge is acquired through interaction with users, and
• opportunistic: knowledge acquisition is triggered in response to a rea-
soning failure, i.e. when the user is not satisfied with the proposed solu-
tion.
Two strategies have been implemented to repair an adaptation failure,
which differ by the source of AK. In the first strategy, AK is acquired only
from the user and from the domain knowledge. In the second strategy, a KD
step is added to the knowledge acquisition process. When the KD process,
called CabamakA [2, 8], is triggered, it turns the case base into an additional
source of AK.
The different steps involved in the overall AKA process are summarised
in Fig. 1.13. The knowledge acquisition process starts at the solution test
phase of the CBR cycle, when the user is not satisfied with the proposed
solution. Repairing a failed adaptation is a two-step process. First, an expla-
nation of the failure is identified through interactions with the user and a
predefined explanation pattern is selected and instantiated. Then, the user is
asked to choose among as set of repair strategies that are associated to this
failure explanation pattern. This approach is inspired from CHEF’s critic-
based adaptation [14]. CHEF’s approach to adaptation is to run a simulation
and use a causal model to detect and explain potential problems in the gen-
erated solution. To solve these problems, CHEF makes use of a set of critics.
A critic identifies a set of potential problems that can occur in the adapted
solution and associates to them a repair strategy.
Fig. 1.13 The diﬀerent steps of the interactive knowledge acquisition process.
The knowledge discovery process is optionally triggered when a re-
pair strategy has been chosen. Its goal is to search the case base for in-
formation needed to instantiate this repair strategy, thereby implement-
ing a case-based substitution approach in the spirit of DIAL’s adapta-
tion=transformation+memory search approach [18]. In the DIAL system,
rule-based adaptation is performed by selecting an abstract rule and by
searching for information needed to instantiate the rule. In our approach,
a repair strategy defines a set of constraints on the adaptation rule to apply.
These constraints are used to restrict both the training set and the hypoth-
esis space of the learning process. CabamakA extracts from the case base a
set of adaptation rules that satisfy these constraints. AK is dynamically gen-
erated from the case base and transferred to the adaptation knowledge base.
The KD process is designed to only generate adaptation rules that are useful
for solving a particular adaptation problem. Since the extracted adaptation
rules are in a format directly usable by the system, the system can use them
to re-run the adaptation step and propose a new solution to the user. The
validation step is performed online by the system user, which is presented
with the repaired solution together with the AK that was used to generate
the solution.
Once the user is satisfied with the proposed solution, the discovered AK
is retained in the AK base for future reuse.
In the remaining of this section, the two AKA strategies are illustrated.
In the solution test phase, the retrieved recipe Solpsrceq is presented to the
user together with the adaptation path AP that was used to generate the
candidate solution which is denoted ĄSolptgtq. In this example, the recipe
Apple Pancakes from the Townships is presented to the user in the solution
test phase, together with the adaptation path AP “ σ (with σ “ appleù
pear), that was used to generate the solution ĄSolptgtq (Fig. 1.14).
In the failure explanation step, the user is encouraged to formulate an
explanation of the adaptation failure. The failure explanation step is achieved
in three substeps:
• Substitution Selection. The user selects a substitution σ “ A ù B of
AP which is problematic, where A and B are conjunctions of literals. In
the example, the user selects the substitution σ “ appleù pear, so
A “ apple and B “ pear.
• Explanation pattern selection. The user selects an explanation pattern.
Each explanation pattern explains the failure of a single substitution σ
of the adaptation step, in which the solution Solppbq of a problem pb is
transformed in a solution σpSolppbqq. So far, three explanation patterns
have been considered in the Taaable system: (1) an ingredient x of B
requires an ingredient y which is not in σpSolppbqq, (2) an ingredient x of
Solppbq requires an ingredient y of A which has just been removed, and (3)
an ingredient x of B is not compatible with an ingredient y of σpSolppbqq.
Each one expresses a dependence between ingredients that was violated in
the proposed recipe σpSolppbqq. In this example, the explanation pattern
selected by the user expresses the fact that an ingredient x was added to
the recipe after applying the substitution σ is incompatible with one of
the ingredients of the recipe σpSolppbqq.
srce “ pancake^ pome_fruit
pome_fruit ø pear “ γ
tgt “ pancake^ pear
σ “ apple ù pear
ĄSolptgtq “ σpSolpsrceqqSolpsrceq
such that
Solpsrceq |ùDK apple
appleñ pome_fruit P DK
Fig. 1.14 An adaptation proposed by the Taaable system to answer the query “I want
a pear pancake”. A solution ĄSolptgtq for the target problem tgt is constructed from the
representation Solpsrceq of the retrieved recipe Apple pancakes from the townships. The
substitution σ “ apple ù pear is automatically generated from the substitution by
generalisation γ “ apple ù pome_fruit using the axiom appleñ pome_fruit of DK.
Failure Explanation Associated Repair Strategies
–if tgt ­|ùDK x, remove x
–if tgt ­|ùDK x, ﬁnd a substitute for x
–if tgt ­|ùDK y, remove y
–if tgt ­|ùDK y, ﬁnd a substitute for y
An ingredient x of B is incompatible with
an ingredient y of the adapted recipe.
xÐ pear
y Ð cinnamon
(pear is incompatible with cinnamon in
the recipe “Apple pancakes from the town-
ships”)
–remove cinnamon
–ﬁnd a substitute for cinnamon
Table 1.2 An example of failure explanation pattern and the associated repair strategies
that are used to repair an ingredient substitution rule σ “ A ù B in the cooking domain.
• Explanation Pattern Instantiation. The user selects the ingredients x and
y in a list of propositions. In the example, the user selects the ingredients
x “ pear and y “ cinnamon, in order to express the fact that keeping
the cinnamon in the retrieved recipe is not satisfactory when pears are
added.
To each explanation pattern is associated a set of repair strategies. A repair
strategy is selected by the user among the ones that are applicable13. In the
example, four repair strategies correspond to the selected explanation pattern
but only the last two ones are applicable since tgt |ùDK pear (Table 1.2). The
two repair strategies proposed to the user are:
Strategy #1: remove cinnamon
Strategy #2: find a substitute for cinnamon
Two types of repair strategies are considered: the strategies that consist in
adding or removing an ingredient, and the strategies that consist in finding
a substitute for an ingredient.
Strategies that consist in adding or removing an ingredient are easy to
instantiate. To add (resp. remove) an ingredient, the ingredient has to be
selected on a list for addition (resp. removal). A repaired substitution σ1 is
generated from the substitution σ “ Aù B, in which an ingredient has been
added or removed. In the example, the substitution σ1 generated to repair σ
in Strategy #1 is:
σ1 “ apple^ cinnamonù pear
13 It can be noticed that at least one repair strategy is always applicable for a selected
explanation pattern. Indeed, if the explanation pattern corresponds to a dependence of the
form “x requires y”, then either tgt |ùDK ­ y or tgt ­|ùDK ­ y holds. If the explanation pattern
corresponds to a dependence of the form “x and y are incompatible”, then tgt |ùDK x
and tgt |ùDK y holding simultaneously would mean that tgt contains two incompatible
ingredients.
srce “ pancake^ pome_fruit
pome_fruit ø pear “ γ
tgt “ pancake^ pear
σ1 “ apple^ cinnamon ù pear^ lemon
ĄSolptgtq “ σ1pSolpsrceqqSolpsrceq
such that
Solpsrceq |ùDK apple
Fig. 1.15 A repaired adaptation proposed by the Taaable system to answer the query
“I want a pear pancake”. In this new adaptation, apples and cinnamon are substituted in
the retrieved recipe by pear and lemon.
To instantiate the strategies that consist in finding a substitute for an
ingredient, the CabamakA KD process is run in an opportunistic manner.
Its goal is to learn a substitution σ1 from the comparison of two recipe sets.
In the example, the substitution σ1 is of the form:
σ1 “ apple^ cinnamon^ something1ù pear^ something2
in which something1 and something2 are conjunctions of literals that need
to be determined.
The form of the σ1 substitution is used to tune the KD process. In the
data preparation step, σ1 is used to restrict the training set. The result set is
also filtered in order to retain only the adaptation rules that have the form
of σ1 and that are applicable to solve the adaptation problem at hand [2].
In the example, the user selects the substitution:
σ1 “ apple^ cinnamonù pear^ lemon
The substitution σ1 is used to re-run the adaptation step and generate a new
solution ĄSolptgtq. The repaired adaptation is summarised by Fig. 1.15.
During the solution test phase, the retrieved recipe Solpsrceq is presented
to the user together with the new adaptation path AP1 “ σ1 that is applied
to Solpsrceq to produce the solution ĄSolptgtq.
1.3.5.2 Knowledge discovery for adaptation knowledge acquisition
Two interactive and opportunistic online systems have also been implemented
to acquire AK independently of any specific query. These systems are also
based on KD processes. In AK Extractor and Generic AK Extractor
systems, users query the system, and validate some extraction results, even-
tually with some corrections, as AK unit. Therefore, users validate knowledge
on the fly, in context (i.e. for a specific recipe), which is more convenient than
Fig. 1.16 Validation interface of the AK Extractor system for the query: adapt the
“My Strawberry Pie” without strawberry.
dealing with a huge amount of candidate knowledge (information units) out
of any context (i.e. for a KD process applied to a large set of recipes).
AK Extractor was built in order to acquire specific AK units, i.e. AK
units that applies only to one recipe. AK Extractor takes into account
compatibility and incompatibly of ingredients, overcoming the weakness of
the adaptation process of Taaable. AK Extractor is based on a compar-
ison of ingredients between the recipe to adapt, and a set of similar recipes.
The system selects first recipes which have a minimal number of ingredients
in common and a minimal number of different ingredients with the recipe
that has to be adapted. Closed itemsets (CIs) [13] are extracted from vari-
ations of ingredients between recipes, starting from variations between each
selected recipe of the previous step and the recipe to adapt. The CIs are then
filtered and ranked with specific rules (which are detailed in [11]). The system
displays the propositions for ingredient substitutions coming from the first
five better ranked CIs. Fig. 1.16 shows the validation interface of the AK
Extractor system coming from user constraints: “adapt the recipe “My
Strawberry Pie” without strawberry”. The first proposition of substitution
means that Strawberry and CoolWhip could be substituted with Raspberry
and FoodColor. Finally, user may give feedback for (fully or partially) vali-
dating or not some of these substitution propositions.
Generic AK Extractor was built in order to acquire generic AK units.
Generic AK units provide rules that could be applied in a larger number of
situations, because the context of an AK unit will be a set of recipes (e.g.
for cakes), instead being only one recipe. Generic AK Extractor de-
Fig. 1.17 Interface of the Generic AK Extractor system.
fends an approach based on CIs for extracting generic substitutions (generic
AK units) starting from specific ones (specific AK units) [12]. Thanks to a
dedicated interface, users can trigger the extraction of CIs from the specific
AK units applicable to a set of recipes. CIs extracted are then filtered and
ranked with specific rules (based on two measures commonly used in KD
processes based on CIs: support and stability) before being presented to the
user. The system displays the propositions of ingredient substitutions. The
user can validate or repair a proposition of AK in order to generalise or
specialise the substituted and substituting ingredients, change the direction
of the rule and/or the class of recipes for which the substitution held. For
example, in Fig. 1.17, the system is queried in order to acquire adaptation
rules for cake dishes. 10 rules are proposed by the system (ranked by stability
with a minimal support of 4 and a minimal stability of 10). Before validating
a proposition of adaptation rule, the user can change the dish type on which
the rule applies, as well as ingredients involved in the rule.
For the two systems, once validated, the adaptation rule is stored as an
AK unit in WikiTaaable in order to be used by Taaable for the future
adaptations.
1.4 Conclusion and ongoing work
In this chapter, the Taaable Case-Based Reasoning system is presented.
Taaable consists of a user interface, an ad-hoc cbr engine and an extensive
knowledge base stored in a semantic wiki. The knowledge base consists of
the recipes, the domain ontology, and a set of AK. A semantic wiki is used
in order to facilitate knowledge enrichment tasks for Taaable users and
contributors.
Taaable is an active research project. Improvements and new develop-
ments are made on a regular basis. Ongoing work includes the following tasks.
First, Taaable’s user interface has to be improved in order to facilitate the
expression of complex queries for inexperienced users. Next, the knowledge
acquisition modules have to be better integrated into the main application.
This is important to encourage users to experiment with these modules. In-
deed, these modules have mainly been used by Taaable developers, aware of
how the system works; if these modules were efficiently used by more users,
including, ideally, cooking experts with little skill in computer science, the
Taaable knowledge containers would be improved. For this reason, we need
to build a community of Taaable users in order to get better feedback on
the application and to help us with the knowledge evolution tasks. Our work
on Taaable also raised other issues that are discussed below.
Taaable participates in the Computer Cooking Contest (CCC) since
2008. The system was declared vice-champion in 2008 and 2009, adaptation-
challenge champion in 2009 and world champion in 2010. Competing in the
CCC is a way of evaluating cbr cooking systems such as Taaable. The
CCC allows testing the capabilities of cooking systems to solve requests cre-
ated by external examiners (and not by system’s developers). It also makes it
possible for us to compare our results with those obtained by other systems,
which gives a first overview of the benefits and the drawbacks of each system.
That being said, for many reasons, the CCC is not a sufficient form of evalu-
ation for a system such as Taaable. Firstly, the CCC does not provide any
Gold Standard or evaluation protocol. The evaluation is a comparative eval-
uation between systems only. Therefore, it is not possible to quantitatively
assess the quality of the results obtained by a system. The CCC does not
comply with what we usually expect in a benchmark. Second, the tasks given
in the CCC are very general and, consequently, the evaluation is also very
general. Applications are not evaluated on specific points such as quality of
the knowledge acquisition, or adaptation of preparations, for example. Third,
the CCC gathers only a small number of participants and experiments with
systems during a very short amount of time, which does not provide good cov-
erage of all the possible outcomes of the competing systems. We believe that
elaborating evaluation strategies for the different components of Taaable is
an important challenge. It is a complex task for two reasons. Firstly, there
are a lot of components to evaluate (quality of the knowledge base, quality
of the retrieval process, quality of the adaptation process, ergonomics of the
user interface, etc.). Second, in the cooking domain, evaluation has a nec-
essary degree of subjectivity. Indeed, the “quality” of a recipe produced in
response to a query is very user-dependent. Therefore, we need to find a way
to take into account the subjective dimension in the evaluation process. Im-
plementing interfaces allowing users to provide feedback and the results, and
being able to take into account this feedback to improve Taaable is a major
challenge.
During the development of Taaable, we have extended it with many com-
ponents to improve the reasoning process, the user interface, the integration
of external sources of knowledge, and the interactive acquisition of knowl-
edge. Among these improvements is WikiTaaable, a semantic wiki that
acts as a unique tool to manage the whole knowledge base of the system.
WikiTaaable was designed to solve the knowledge maintenance problems
we had during the first year of the project. During this year, we built, mostly
manually, the knowledge sources used by Taaable. To that end, we had
to integrate external knowledge sources and to annotate the recipe book.
This manual process led to many errors that had to be corrected. However,
because several people were involved in this process, versioning issues soon
arose. This is how we realised we needed a collaborative tool in order to man-
age the knowledge base of the system. We chose Semantic MediaWiki because
it seemed to be a smooth solution to support collaborative editing of knowl-
edge bases, because it was a web-based solution, and because it provided us
with connectors in order to easily plug in the cbr engine of Taaable. But,
with the ease of use, risks appeared. Indeed, with WikiTaaable, it is now
very easy to make a “mistake” while editing the knowledge base and thus
to jeopardise Taaable results. For that reason, we need to setup testing
and validation mechanisms (especially regression tests) to ensure that ontol-
ogy modifications do not degrade the performances of the system. This is an
active topic of research for Taaable, within the framework of the Kolflow
project.
Another topic we wish to investigate is the consideration of different view-
points in a single system. For example, in Brazil, avocados are often eaten
as a dessert, mixed with milk and sugar, while in France, they are eaten as a
starter, with shrimps and mayonnaise. Given the way the knowledge base is
organised in Taaable, it is currently impossible to represent these two points
of view. It is always possible to define AK to solve this issue, but this solution
does not provide the flexibility we expect. We believe that viewpoints must
be taken into account in the design of the knowledge base, and we investigate
solutions making it possible for users to define their own knowledge bases
while collaborating with others users. This raises a lot of questions regarding
knowledge representation, knowledge sharing, consistency of knowledge bases
and conflict management, but it is a very challenging and promising topic.
Last but not least, making the cbr inference engine evolve appears to be an
important issue. For the moment, the inference engine of Taaable performs
query reformulations (generalisations) in order to find satisfactory recipes.
Recipes are adapted through a specialisation process in order to match the
components of the initial query. Therefore, the engine is based on a gen-
eralisation/specialisation mechanism. The engine only processes knowledge
expressed in propositional logic. This representation formalism does not al-
low representation of attributes (such as the quantities of ingredients or their
properties). As a consequence, to process such attributes, additional adapta-
tion mechanisms have to be developed on top of the main engine. Moreover,
these attributes are not taken into account during the retrieval process (for
example, it is not possible to ask Taaable for a “low sugar recipe” at the
moment). Retrieval only relies on the knowledge represented in the ingredient
ontology. Additional AK, such as adaptation rules, is not taken into account
during this step, but it should. We should therefore move towards a more
expressive representation language while making sure that computation time
remains reasonable. We need to make the inference engine evolve accordingly.
Indeed, a joint and coordinated development of the knowledge bases and the
reasoning engine is required. Such a refactoring would also give us the oppor-
tunity to develop a more generic inference engine and to experiment with it
in other application domains.
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